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Today… 18,500 problematic articles flagged!



“In any case, there are still difficulties in 
chitosan in the acidic arrangement in 
the generous wastewater stream 
because of the end of the acidic 
arrangement and the poisonousness 
and gear misfortune caused by standard 
acids like HCl or H2SO4 [143].”

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/2053-1591/ac5a9d#mrxac5a9dbib143


Is it somebody else’s problem to correct errors (or worse) in the scientific literature?

As a post-doc in 
2004? Yes



As a young PI 
in 2008...
Stripy 
Nanoparticles 
Revisited
Submitted 
2009
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Stripy 
Nanoparticles 
Revisited
Published 
2012



A blog: 
a good 
place to 
discuss 
scientific 
articles 
without 
having to 
wait three 
years for 
referees 
comments 
& editors’ 
decisions… 

https://raphazlab.wordpress.com/2012/11/23/stripy-nanoparticles-revisited/
https://raphazlab.wordpress.com/2012/11/23/stripy-nanoparticles-revisited/


Is it somebody else’s problem to correct errors (or worse) in the scientific literature?
As a PhD student, Predrag thought it was his job (but he wasn’t allowed to).





In the stripy  controversy, did science “self-
correct”?



2011-… Another scientific controversy

Established knowledge: nanoparticles enter cells but end up in vesicles inside the cell

Endosome
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For Maria 
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important 
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“SNAs will dramatically expand the field of nucleic acid 
medicines and allow Exicure to develop drugs that impact 
diseases localized in tissues conventional nucleic acids 
won’t enter, including the skin, eye, lung, ear”

“on November 9, 2021, the Audit Committee of our 
Board of Directors was notified of a claim made by a 
former Company senior researcher regarding alleged 
improprieties that researcher claims to have 
committed with respect to our XCUR-FXN preclinical 
program for the treatment of Friedreich’s ataxia.”



In the spherical nucleic acid  controversy, did 
science “self-correct”?



Second attempt at “correcting science”: the spherical nucleic acid 

controversy 

Commercialization of SNAs (SmartFlares) to detect mRNAs 

inside cells.

Publication (by us) of The spherical nucleic acids mRNA 

detection paradox ; Confirmation from an ex-application 

development specialist that the SmartFlares do not work

Publication (by Czarnek and Bereta) of SmartFlares fail to reflect 

their target transcripts levels = independent confirmation from 

another group that the SmartFlares do not work

Commercialization stops.

Chad Mirkin calls me a scientific terrorist and a scientific zealot 

for asking a question about this at the ACS National meeting in 

Boston

2015

2013

2017

2018

2016

2014

2006 …



The questions raised by those controversies are (mostly) not 

about science

2015

2013

2017

2018

2016

2014
Encounter with 

Sociologist Marianne 

Noël at the 2015 ACS 

National meeting in 

Boston 

April 2019: Seed Meeting of the French 

Embassy in London - NanoBubble: 

scientific controversies in nanoscience in 

the age of fake news, social media and 

post-publication peer review

November 2019: NanoBubbles submitted 

as an ERC Synergy grant





Context: the discovery 

The advert for a lecturer position mentioned in the previous slide was eventually advertised. As I was the 
contact person for the teaching, a potential candidate asked for a meeting. This person was a research and 
teaching associate (ATER) in CSPBAT. I accepted to meet her. Before the meeting, I had a quick look at her 
publications and I found this in the first article I opened: 
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correction 

needed
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Retracted
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ERC Synergy project NanoBubbles : How, when 
and why does science fail to correct itself?



The protein corona that changes everything

Nanoparticles cross the Blood-Brain Barrier, or do they?

3 bubbles

Nanoparticles penetrate the cell membrane



Multidisciplinary perspectives on errors and correction of science

Science and Technology Studies

- Tacit knowledge
- laboratories & conferences
- ethnographic studies

- Explicit knowledge
- journals & textbooks
- historical, literary & quantitative/digital methods

Sociology of error 
- science as a social and human activity
- redirecting the focus from individual misconduct or sloppiness to collective processes 

Sociology of promises or expectations
- when expectations become performative
- how promises and hypes end, or are adjusted and corrected?

Proctor & Schiebinger. 

Agnotology: The Making and 

Unmaking of Ignorance. 

Stanford University Press, 

2008



Digital methods: scientometrics and text analysis

- large corpora

- automatic screening of scientific publications 

- to detect unreliable or odd results

tortured phrases (colossal information/big data, 

counterfeit consciousness/artificial intelligence)

automatically generated papers

incorrect use of nucleotide sequence reagents

- to track claims and counter-claims

- to study citations

critical citations to detect disagreement

how claims circulate

Problematic Paper Screener
https://www.irit.fr/~Guillaume.Cabanac/problematic-paper-

screener/

https://www.irit.fr/~Guillaume.Cabanac/problematic-paper-screener/


Ethical aims require ethical reflection

Aim: ensure good, rigorous science 

through effective methods of correction

Requires: rigorous and transparent 

ethical approaches and procedures 

Image: Qwedgeonline ‘Tight Rope’ URL

https://flic.kr/p/FDzNuY


Node color = 

PI official attachment

Edge = 

shared research topic

Post-publication peer review

Correction practices

Claims and hype

Conferences

Replication …

No over-stretched claims!



PubPeer



Thanks!
https://nanobubbles.hypotheses

.org

@_Nano_Bubbles

This presentation is part of the project NanoBubbles: how, when and why

does science fail to correct itself? that has received funding from the

European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020

research and innovation programme.

Grant agreement number ID: 951393

https://nanobubbles.hypotheses.org/
https://twitter.com/_Nano_Bubbles

